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53

Let’s now consider the issues faced by companies that maintain customer 
and vendor records in multiple business applications in the absence of 
MDM and data governance and standards.

Why MDM Is Needed: Master Data 2 
Silos Issues

This chapter considers how organizations with multiple business applications 
manage their master data without MDM. We’ll analyze the business issues that 
are caused when these applications and master data “silos” are maintained by 
different organizational teams. We’ll discuss two detailed case studies and also 
consider the implications of business mergers and acquisitions. Finally, we’ll 
describe how the issues of master data silos are further compounded for large 
organizations. 

Typically in many companies today, master data is created in multiple systems and 
spreadsheets. As long as the data resides in these multiple silos, it continues to 
evolve independently and often provides conflicting information. Business deci-
sions and processes based on inconsistent master data will than lead to inaccura-
cies, greater waste and customer dissatisfaction, and increased business risk with 
potential financial and compliance issues. The problem of inconsistent information 
is compounded when your company then needs to share and publish its master 
data with your business partners or across your organization.

Two case studies in this chapter illustrate the current customer and vendor main-
tenance processes in an organization and the related issues. In Case Study 1, we 
consider the issues faced by a fictional Company C1 with a relatively “simple” 
architecture. In Case Study 2, we move on to discuss the additional complexity 
caused when company C1 then merges with company C2 and acquires another set 
of business processes and applications.

Let’s first introduce an analogy. 
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The Importance of Sharing Master Data — Boys and Toys

Young children often fight for their favorite toy, and they refuse to share with their sib-
lings or best friends.

As they grow up and become business leaders, they will have new toys — marketing 
divisions, customer services divisions, and financial accounting departments. They will 
each look to control their piece of the organization and will be the system owners of the 
Customer Relationship Management application, the Sales and Distribution application, 
and the Financial Accounting application.

Unfortunately, they still need to share because the management of customer records 
and order taking, invoicing, and payment processes span the entire organization. Shar-
ing master data and integrating business processes across the applications is a critical 
success factor to enable them to “play happily” in a successful company.

There is a significant business investment in deploying an SAP CRM, SAP SCM, and SAP 
NetWeaver BI business application. Shared customer and vendor master data enabled 
by SAP NetWeaver MDM is a prerequisite to maximize the business value from these 
investments.

Let’s now move on to Case Study 1, where we will describe the Company CO1, 
which unfortunately hasn’t understood the importance of sharing or the value of 
maintaining its customer and vendor records.

Case Study 1 — Master Data Silos2.1 

The case study highlights the issues caused by maintaining business partner master 
data in multiple systems across an organization. Let’s imagine that you are a senior 
business leader for the fictional Company CO1. You are interested in understand-
ing more about your company’s profitability and your total expenditure with your 
leading customers and vendors. 

You’ll consider who are your most profitable customers and how you can EE

improve your revenue and operational efficiency when dealing with a customer. 
Similarly you will consider your spending with a vendor and whether you are 
leveraging the scale of your company, by understanding the global overview of 
dealings throughout the vendor’s corporate structure. 

Company CO1 currently has five systems where business partner master records 
are maintained. Figure 2.1 shows the overall applications architecture. We can 
see from the diagram how the five business systems are linked together and 
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also that the information stored on the customer and vendor records varies by 
application.

Financial Accounting
FI1

Accounts Payable / Accounts Receivable
Payment Names and Address
Payment Terms, Bank Details …

Supply Chain Management
SCM1

Purchasing Names and Addresses
Industry Classification …

Vendor

Sales and Distribution
SD1

Customer Names and Addresses
Contract Details …

Customer Relationship Management
CRM1

Contact Names and Addresses
Company Marketing Details …

Customer

Case Study 1 – Company CO1 

Business Information Warehouse
BI1

Business Partner Mapping tables
Company Hierarchies

Case Study 1 – Company CO1 Business ApplicationsFigure 2.1 

We’ll consider how the customer and vendor master data records are maintained 
in each of these business applications. Let’s now discuss the Financial Accounting 
application FI1 and the processes for creating vendor records. 

Financial Accounting Application (FI1) — Vendors and Accounts 2.1.1 
Payable

In Company CO1, the system owner for the Financial Accounting (FI) application 
is the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), and the business users are the Accounts Pay-
able (AP) and Accounts Receivable (AR) teams. In our example, Company CO1 has 
outsourced its financial accounting operational processes to a third party.

Let’s consider the various ways in which the vendor records are created in the FI 
application. The AP team may need to create a new vendor as part of the process 
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to manage a request for an invoice payment or a request to raise a purchase order. 
The AP team may receive a create vendor request form. Many of the FI1 vendor 
records were created in the SAP FI CO application as part of a data conversion exer-
cise. Mergers and acquisitions also provide a source of new vendor records. 

The following are the create vendor processes:

A vendor raises an invoice that requires payment.1. 

The procurement team raises a purchase order request. 2. 

A vendor request form is completed.3. 

Vendor records are created as part of a data migration exercise.4. 

A merger or acquisition creates a batch of new vendor records.5. 

Each of these processes are discussed in the following subsections.

1. A Vendor Raises an Invoice That Requires Payment

You may have assumed that to pay an invoice, a purchase order would previously 
have been raised in the FI application. However, because the CO1 business pro-
cesses and systems are not integrated, in this scenario, the first time the AP team 
is made aware of a purchase is when the vendor sends an invoice that needs to be 
paid. The invoice includes the vendor’s payment name and address details, pay-
ment instructions, and payment date. 

The AP team contacts the relevant person in your organization to authorize pay-
ment. This can take time and impact the Service Level Agreement, which has a 
measure based on managing the payment process in a defined number of days.

After authorization has been agreed upon, the AP user then searches the SAP data-
base to see if he can find the vendor. If the record cannot be matched based on the 
name and address details provided on the invoice, then he creates a new vendor 
record in the FI1 application. 

In these situations, creating the vendor record is an additional, unplanned step in 
the invoice payment process. In this scenario in Company CO1, limited data qual-
ity checks are carried out; if the invoice contains incomplete vendor information, 
these will nevertheless be entered into your FI1 application. The main business 
driver is to arrange the payment of the invoice to the correct bank account, with 
the quality of the vendor master data record of secondary importance.
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The vendor data attributes entered relate to the accounting view of the vendor: the 
payment name and address, the bank details, and the payment terms.

2. The Procurement Team Raises a Purchase Order Request 

Company CO1 has a rule that all invoices exceeding $10,000 must also have a cor-
responding purchase order raised in the FI application. Your procurement team 
currently raises a purchase order request by sending an email to the AP team using 
a standard template.

Once again, the AP user searches the SAP database to see if he can find the vendor. 
If the record cannot be matched using the name and address supplied on the pur-
chase order, then a new vendor record will be created in the FI1 application with 
the base details provided on the purchase order. In this scenario, the creation of 
the vendor record is an additional step in the create purchase order process.

3. A Vendor Request Form Is Completed 

In Company CO1, there is a vendor request form for the setup of new vendor 
records in the FI application. The AP team has created the template for the form, 
but it is rarely used. The form includes the data attributes required for the account-
ing view of the vendor, including payment names and addresses, bank details, and 
payment terms.

Customer and Vendor Master Data Forms

It’s important for your MDM program to design a suitable customer and vendor mainte-
nance form that captures the relevant details for the whole of your organization and not 
just a subset, such as for the AP and AR teams. A clear and comprehensive master data 
entry form is an excellent way to enforce data standards, and to mandate and validate 
relevant data attributes.

A good question to ask is how many customer and vendor master data forms currently 
exist across your organization. Is there one per application? What are the mandatory 
attributes? What data validation is carried out? Is the completion of the form manda-
tory? 

Later, we’ll discuss how implementing an SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe solution can 
improve your customer and vendor master data capture processes. The user interface 
is slick and flexible; you can also enforce mandatory attributes and allow look-ups with 
dropdown screens. The Adobe forms are integrated with the SAP NetWeaver Portal so 
that the details can be automatically uploaded without rekeying the details. This is ex-
cellent functionality that we’ll discuss further in Part 2 of this book.
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4. A Vendor Record Was Created During a Previous Data Migration

Company CO1 previously used a non-SAP FI application but migrated to the SAP 
FI CO solution two years ago. The deployment team’s major focus was to ensure 
that all outstanding transactions and AP open items were migrated to the new FI1 
application. The critical success factor was to match the opening and closing bal-
ances and to provide an audit trail to support this. 

However, the previous non-SAP FI vendor master data records had been poorly 
maintained. The system had limited functionality, which meant that duplicate ven-
dor records were created to handle situations such as companies with multiple 
payment terms or bank details. It was also difficult to search the previous applica-
tion, so duplicate records were created. The non-SAP data model was limited, and 
when converted to the SAP model, this created yet further duplicate records. The 
legacy systems data attributes were a subset of the SAP attributes.

To meet the deployments schedule and critical success factor, the data conversion 
team decided to copy all vendor records, including duplicates, to the SAP FICO 
application. This also meant that records for inactive vendors that had not been 
used for several years were also created in the new system. 

Because only partial vendor details were migrated during the data conversion to 
the FI1 application, this made these records difficult to retrieve as part of the ongo-
ing search processes. As a result, further duplicate records have subsequently been 
created in the FI1 application.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and Data Conversions

Your SAP NetWeaver MDM program needs to be closely involved with each of your 
company’s major implementation projects to influence their data conversion processes. 
The master data standards that you’ll mandate on all new vendors and customers re-
cords also apply to the records that already exist in your business applications.

You should avoid copying incomplete, inaccurate, and duplicate vendor master data re-
cords from an old system to a new system. Make every effort to prevent GIGO (Garbage 
IN – Garbage OUT) with any future deployments of business applications.

5. A Merger or Acquisition Creates a Batch of New Vendor Records

A merger or acquisition is another way vendor records can be created in your FI 
application. This is a similar process to a data conversion process and involves 
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loading a batch file of records into FI1. Again, a primary business driver is ensur-
ing that all AP open items are migrated to your FI application.

If a vendor record already exists in your FI1 application, this will result in a dupli-
cate record being created. If the company you are acquiring has a different data 
model with varying data attributes, this can cause data conversion issues. The 
implications of mergers and acquisitions are discussed later in this chapter, in 
Case Study 2. 

Let’s now move on to consider the processes by which customer records are cre-
ated in your FI1 application.

Financial Accounting Application (FI1) — Customers and 2.1.2 
Accounts Receivables

In Company CO1, your AR processes are also outsourced, and there are also mul-
tiple ways in which a customer record can be created:

The sales team raises a manual invoice for a new customer.1. 

An invoice is raised in the Sales and Distribution application SD1 for a new 2. 
customer payment address, which automatically creates a new customer record 
in FI1. 

A create customer request form is completed.3. 

Customer records are created as part of a data migration exercise.4. 

A merger or acquisition loads a batch of new customer records.5. 

Each of these processes is discussed in the following subsections.

1. The Sales Team Raises a Manual Invoice for a New Customer

Unfortunately, your non-SAP Sales and Distribution application (SD1) has limited 
functionality and isn’t suitable for maintaining the complex contracts and agree-
ments that your sales representatives have recently negotiated with several of your 
customers. Their innovative new offer attracts a lot of interest with new customers 
and is managed outside the current systems in spreadsheets. 

The customer services team sends the invoice to the AR team for manual entry 
into the FI1 application. This contains the customer’s payment name and address 
details. The AR user searches the SAP FI1 application to see if he can find the cus-
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tomer. If the record cannot be matched based on the name and address details 
provided on the invoice, then a new customer record is created. 

2.  An Invoice Is Raised in the Sales and Distribution Application SD1 for a 
New Customer Payment Address, which Automatically Creates a New 
Customer Record in FI1 

In Company CO1, established customer interfaces exist between the SD1 and FI1 
applications. The SD1 application maintains the majority of your customer details, 
including the legal entity details (or the equivalent to the SAP sold-to record) and 
the delivery, invoice, and payment address details. 

The SD1 legal entity and the payer details are interfaced to the FI1 application and 
stored as sold-to and payer records. A minimal attribute set is interfaced to the FI1 
application, including the SD1 system key. The SD1 application currently contains 
duplicate records that are transferred into FI1. 

3. A Create Customer Request Form Is Completed 

A create customer request form provides the details to set up a new customer in 
the FI1 application. The AR team created the template, but as with the vendor 
request form, this is rarely used. The form includes the data attributes required for 
the accounting view of the customer, including the payment names and addresses, 
the bank details, and the payment terms.

4. A Customer Record Is Created During a Data Migration Exercise

As with the vendor records, at the time of the FI1 go-live, the data conversion team 
copied all of the customer records, including duplicate records, from the legacy 
system to the FI1 application. These records included customers who had been 
inactive for several years and were of poor quality, with missing address details.

Because incomplete customer name and address details were migrated to the FI1 
application, these original converted customer records are difficult to retrieve as 
part of the ongoing search processes. This has been a cause of further duplicate 
customer records over time.
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5. A Merger or Acquisition Creates a Batch of New Customer Records

A merger or acquisition is another way for customer records to be created in your 
FI1 application. Again, the primary driver at the time of the merger is to ensure 
that all AR open items are migrated to the new system so as a result all customers 
are transferred.

If the customer record already exists in your FI1 application, this results in a dupli-
cate record being created. Also, if the company you are acquiring has a different 
customer data model with varying data attributes, this causes issues.

Let’s now switch applications and consider how customer master records are cre-
ated in your CRM application.

Customer Relationship Management Application2.1.3  (CRM1) 

Your CRM1 business application provides the functionality to cover many cus-
tomer interaction activities, including marketing, sales, and customer retention. 
CRM1 supports communication with customers via a number of channels, includ-
ing the Internet, contact centers and mobile clients. Sales representatives can 
access data and functions contained in CRM1 via offline applications, which are 
then synchronized.

The advantages of the CRM1 application include providing a global overview of 
your customer data and understanding who your customers are and their contribu-
tion to sales. This overview helps you identify the potential strengths (and weak-
nesses) in your customer relationships and helps you better understand the people 
and accounts you are dealing with. You can also reach out to customers with better 
contact information details.

Your CRM1 application stores a lot of detailed information regarding your custom-
ers, including contact names, account details, channels of trade details, and com-
plaint management information. 

In Company CO1, the CRM1 application owner is the marketing director and the 
business users are the marketing team, the sales representatives, and the customer 
services division. Unfortunately, in Company CO1, however, data standards are not 
enforced when entering new customers in the CRM1 application. The sales repre-
sentatives in particular have insufficient time to complete the administrative tasks. 
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Many of the customer record details were originally migrated into CRM1 from the 
Sales and Distribution application (SD1). At that time, all records were uploaded, 
including the inactive records and the duplicates. The SD1 and CRM1 data models are 
quite different, and only a small number of data attributes were initially transferred.

Two years ago, the marketing team purchased a list of prospects for a new market 
segment that was then being targeted. These were uploaded as a batch file into the 
CRM1 application, but unfortunately, the business idea did not materialize. The 
prospect list is now out of date, and these prospects are unlikely to be converted 
into new actual customers. However, there are no archiving procedures imple-
mented with the CRM1 application, so these records continue to appear when 
users attempt to search and retrieve details. This data quality issue has caused 
negative feedback, and several more duplicate records have subsequently been 
created. 

There are no operational interfaces from the CRM1 application to either the SD1 or 
the FI1 applications. Customer orders are placed in the SD1 application because of 
the requirements of the stock availability functionality. Unfortunately, the CRM1 
application does not show the current financial transaction details with customers, 
which reduces the value of the functionality.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and CRM

In Case Study 1, we describe a situation where Company CO1 isn’t getting good value 
from its CRM program. The root causes are that the CRM program hasn’t appreciated 
the importance of sharing its customer data and processes across the CO1 organization 
and also the difficulties of integrating “best of breed” applications. 

Dividing processes such as customer management, order taking, and invoicing across 
multiple, disparate business applications introduces risk and needs careful process and 
data design consideration. For the CRM program to be successful, it requires consistent, 
shared customer data with the SD1 and the FI1 applications. SAP NetWeaver MDM is 
the tool to provide this and to “glue” these applications together.

We won’t be so bold as to suggest that by implementing MDM with CRM you will get 
a successful CRM program. However, MDM is an important building block for CRM that 
will help to overcome some of the obstacles by enabling customer data to be shared 
across the organization.

The process of converting a prospect record to a customer record is an important 
one for SAP NetWeaver MDM. At this point, duplicate records can be created, 
or incomplete data may be entered. If these prospects to customer processes are 
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driven from the CRM1 application for Company CO1, then SAP NetWeaver MDM 
is required to be tightly integrated with CRM1. 

Sales and Distribution Application2.1.4  (SD1)

The Sales and Distribution (SD1) application provides functionality to manage 
the customer sales, delivery, and billing tasks in Company CO1. Key elements 
include customer quotation processing, contract management, sales order process-
ing, delivery processing, and billing and sales information details. The application 
owner is the customer services division manager, and the customer services divi-
sion team members are the application users.

In SAP, the SD component allows users to manage sales and distribution activities. 
The business processes include scenarios for sales, shipping, billing, sales support, 
and sales information. 

However, the SAP solution is not used in Company CO1, which chose instead to 
implement a non-SAP package solution several years ago. In the subsequent years, 
the company has tailored the solution to meet its specific needs. The original pack-
age provider no longer supports the application. 

The SD1 application provides a lot of the customer management processing for 
Company CO1. Customers and contracts are created, orders are placed, and invoices 
are produced and sent both to customers and to the FI1 application for payment. 
However, in an increasing number of cases, invoices are now created in spread-
sheets and sent directly to customers. Manual invoicing is now required because 
the types of contracts currently being negotiated are too complex for the SD1 con-
tracts application. The manual invoices are processed in the FI1 application. 

The customer records in the SD1 application are not in a healthy state. The original 
data migration process did make some attempt to cleanse the data, but the records 
have been poorly maintained in the intervening years. Archiving processes have 
not been implemented, and customer records are updated haphazardly, without 
formal data standards. The business users have moved their attention to the main-
tenance of the spreadsheets to manage the complex contracts, and there is little 
confidence in the quality of the customer records in SD1.

SD1 is now a “tired” application that has seen little business or IT investment in 
recent years. The operational support team has been reduced to a minimal level 
to save costs, and all of the team members who tailored the original solution have 
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now moved elsewhere. Most of Company CO1’s recent IT spend has been on the 
CRM1 and BI1 programs. 

The Consolidated MDM Model and the Sales and Distribution Application 

When Company CO1 decides to proceed with its MDM program, the SD1 application is 
a classical case where the consolidated MDM model can practically be applied.

SD1 now has a limited lifetime, and several business leaders are advocating that the 
application should now be replaced by SAP ERP 6.0 software. By following the consoli-
dated model, the D&B D-U-N-S Number can be tagged to each of the SD1 customer 
records, and the key mapping can be stored in SAP NetWeaver MDM. Periodically, 
SD1 customer records will be extracted for comparison and to ensure consistency with 
MDM.

This provides the benefits of matching the SD1 customer records to the CRM1, FI1, and 
BI1 records without initially needing to change the SD1 processes to integrate with SAP 
NetWeaver MDM. This will be the quickest way to implement SAP NetWeaver MDM. 
The centralized model can then be designed as part of the SD1 replacement project.

We will now consider Company CO1’s Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
application.

Supply Chain Management Application2.1.5  (SCM1) 

The Supply Chain Management application (SCM1) provides the functionality to 
perform sourcing, procurement, and logistics management activities. It covers the 
movements and storage of materials, inventory, and finished goods. In global com-
panies, sourcing may be managed on a global basis. The vendor master record 
details include the bidder details, and the sourcing and procurement contacts. The 
Head of Procurement is the SCM1 application owner, and the business users are 
the Supply Chain Management team members.

The quality of the vendor data in Company CO1 has been significantly improved in 
the past six months. The Head of Procurement recently joined the CO1 organiza-
tion, and he has introduced some new ideas regarding the procurement strategies. 
As part of this initiative, many vendors have recently been blocked. However, the 
supply chain processes were severely impacted when a key supplier was suddenly 
made bankrupt. The Head of Procurement has seen the business value of SAP 
NetWeaver MDM for vendor management and is the initial MDM champion in 
the CO1 organization.
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SAP NetWeaver MDM, Vendors, and Pilot Implementations 

In many respects, establishing vendor master data management processes in SAP 
NetWeaver MDM is easier than for customers. Your procurement processes tend to 
have tighter controls with a defined set of rules that must be followed before company 
funds can be spent. Customer sales can be more entrepreneurial with marketing teams 
and sales representatives developing nonstandard innovative offers to generate new 
revenue. 

Vendor data models also tend to be more straightforward as you will typically transact 
closely with the company’s legal entity structures. Customer data models can be more 
complex with multiple ship-to and bill-to addresses to maintain.

For these reasons, vendor management is a good master data object to start your SAP 
NetWeaver MDM journey with in an initial pilot implementation.

Let’s now consider how master data silos impact SAP NetWeaver Business Intel-
ligence (BI1).

Business Intelligence 2.1.6  (BI1) 

The Business Intelligence Warehouse (BI1) provides the data and tools for analyz-
ing, monitoring, and measuring your organization’s key performance indicators. 
It gathers information from several applications (CRM1, FI1, SCM1, and SD1 in 
Case Study 1). Vendor and customer details are key data elements and business 
partner hierarchies also provide important business information, particularly for 
spend analytics and credit limit reporting. Typically, both vendor and customer 
names and addresses details are stored along with the company hierarchies. The 
BI1 application owner can vary, and in Company CO1, is jointly managed by the 
head of procurement and the customer services division manager. An operational 
performance team manages the BI Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) processes to 
populate the data warehouse and to produce the standard management reports.

 The Business Intelligence Warehouse has been Company CO1’s biggest recent IT 
investment. The business case was based on the benefits of aggregating the data 
in one place to enable a better understanding of the total company spend and 
profitability. The BI1 solution also provides the functionality to drill down into 
hierarchical data to explore areas of business interest.

The BI1 application is required to provide reliable information easily to the people 
who need it, when they need it. It should facilitate speedier, informed decision 
making so that you can find the information you need quickly and with certainty. 
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Accurate and accessible information is needed to support management processes, 
which include setting customer and vendor plans and targets, monitoring opera-
tions, analyzing outcomes, and reporting the results to your key stakeholders. 

Unfortunately, the poor quality of the underlying customer and vendor master 
data records in Company CO1 is a major barrier to the success of the Business 
Intelligence Warehouse. As we’ve described, inconsistent master data exists across 
the organization, with duplicate records, partial records, and out-of date records to 
analyze and no single source of truth. There is also redundant data, and the data 
models differ across the business applications.

The BI1 ETL processes attempt to develop some rules and logic to improve on this 
situation, but in the end, your application programmers cannot create system-
matching rules when the core master data maintenance rules are not in place. 
Attempting to match company records across systems by using matching algo-
rithms and phonetic matching techniques cannot overcome duplicate, incomplete 
and out-of-date records in the source systems. 

Unfortunately, the BI1 reports now provide limited value. It’s not possible to accu-
rately identify some of your customers and vendors, and in the absence of the 
D&B Corporate Linkage, you can’t aggregate spend and sales up to the Global 
Ultimate level. The BI1 application is unfortunately a victim of the Garbage in — 
Garbage Out problem that we described earlier. The Business Information ware-
house reports the CO1 Company had hoped would add so much value are hardly 
used. The misleading information provided by partial spend and sales aggregation 
reports are in many ways worse than no information because invalid business deci-
sions based on the incomplete and inaccurate BI1 data can prove to be costly.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and Business Intelligence BI  

Not surprisingly, MDM programs are sometimes led by a Business Intelligence program 
initiative. Accurate customer and vendor records are an essential prerequisite for a suc-
cessful BI program to deliver valuable business information.

However, if you are considering combining your SAP NetWeaver MDM and BI programs, 
then you should take care to fully consider your objectives. Ideally, your SAP NetWeaver 
MDM processes will be integral to the creation of the vendor and customer records in 
your consuming systems. These need to be established as frontend processes, to avoid 
the creation of duplicate records and to authenticate your business partners ahead of 
any transactional processing. 
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SAP NetWeaver MDM and Business Intelligence BI  

However, BI reporting is a backend process; that is, it captures the transactional data 
from the various business applications and provides analysis tools to assess the data. It’s 
important not to confuse the SAP NetWeaver MDM and BI objectives in these BI-led 
initiatives because the frontend and backend processes are very different.

To summarize Case Study 1, vendor master data is maintained in two applications: 
SCM1 and FI1 (AP data). Customer master data is maintained in three applica-
tions: CRM1, SD1, and FI1 (AR data). Finally, both vendor and customer data are 
maintained and analyzed in BI1. The system, the master data attributes, and the 
organizational users are shown in Table 2.1. 

Application Master Data 
Attributes

CO1 
Application

CO1 
Organization

Internal/ 
External

SCM1 – 
Supply Chain 
Management 
application 

Vendor purchasing 
names and 
addresses; supply 
chain relationships 
details 

Non-SAP Supply chain 
management 
team

Internally 
maintained 
by 
employees

FI1 – Financial 
Accounting 
application

Vendor payment 
names and 
addresses, 
payment terms, 
and bank details

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO1 
instance)

Financials AP 
team

Outsourced 
to an 
external 
third-party 
service 
provider

CRM1 – 
Customer 
Relationship 
Management 
application 

Customer 
contact names 
and addresses, 
marketing and 
relationships 
details

Non-SAP Marketing 
and sales 
representatives 
and customer 
services 
division

Internally 
maintained 
by 
employees

SD1 – 
Sales and 
Distribution 
application

Customer names 
and addresses, 
contract details, 
invoicing details

Non-SAP Customer 
services 
division

Internally 
maintained 
by 
employees

Company CO1 Applications and Organizational TeamsTable 2.1 

(Cont.)
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Application Master Data 
Attributes

CO1 
Application

CO1 
Organization

Internal/ 
External

FI1 – Financial 
Accounting 
application

Customer 
payment names 
and addresses; 
Financial 
Accounting details, 
e.g., payment 
terms and bank 
details

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO1 
instance)

Financials AR 
team

Outsourced 
to an 
external 
third-party 
service 
provider.

BI1 – Business 
Intelligence

Business partner 
mapping tables; 
company hierarchy 
structures

Non-SAP Operational 
performance 
team

Internally 
maintained 
by 
employees

Table 2.1 Company CO1 Applications and Organizational Teams (Cont.)

The next section summarizes the issues that you’ll encounter when you maintain 
customer and vendor master data across multiple business applications. 

Maintaining Master Data2.2  Across the Silos

Earlier we described MDM as a business application sitting between the record of 
origin and your consuming systems. Linking the record of reference to the record 
of origin is relatively straightforward. There is a 1:1 relationship with the D&B 
D-U-N-S Number as the unique key. 

However, the complexity of the consuming systems provides many of the chal-
lenges for your SAP NetWeaver MDM program. Each business application has a 
different data model and data attributes and is maintained using different pro-
cesses by different teams. The data quality will vary depending on both its current 
and historical treatment. This includes the initial data conversion, the operational 
maintenance of the customer and vendor records, the system interfaces, and the 
batch import of records during mergers and acquisitions.

Your SAP NetWeaver MDM program will need to persuade each of the consum-
ing systems owners and business users to both change their current processes and 
cleanse the existing data. They each must be willing to share the common key — 
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the D&B D-U-N-S Number — and to follow the new data standards to incorporate 
SAP NetWeaver MDM into the operational business procedures. 

Business Data Varies by Application2.2.1 

The business application, its data model, and its functionality drive the stored 
customer and vendor data. For example, the Financial Accounting application 
stores financial data and the important attributes such as bank details and pay-
ment terms. The names and address details are typically for legal entities and payer 
addresses. 

A best practice for companies is to establish standard processes and controls both 
for supplier and customer registration. For vendors, information such as company 
search by name, identifier, location, company identification and contact informa-
tion, demographics information, financial information and references, supplier 
diversity information, insurance, federal tax, and certification information are all 
relevant.

Following are the key questions that you need to address for your SAP NetWeaver 
MDM program (we’ll consider these design considerations further in Chapter 6):

Which of these attributes are your global attributes to be shared across all of EE

your business applications? 

Which attributes are best maintained locally in the business applications? EE

Will your customer and vendor master data be captured in one request form EE

and then subsequently be keyed or uploaded into the relevant business 
applications? 

Different Teams and Organizations2.2.2  

In Case Study 1, we defined a situation in Company CO1 where the marketing 
team, the supply chain management team, the customer facing team, and the 
financial accounting team each acted independently, and company-wide data stan-
dards were not established. The quality of data entry was variable and based on 
the business unit’s operational procedures, the individuals involved, and their line 
management. 

Let’s not forget that the data conversion team who created the original master data 
records, the IT division who created applications interfaces, and the mergers and 
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acquisition teams who uploaded a batch of records have all impacted the quality 
of your master data. These batch processes and interfaces need to be subjected to 
the same rigor and data standards as your day-to-day operational procedures.

Over time, the people and teams who maintain your master data will change. Indi-
viduals move on to new roles and pass on their accountabilities to new team mem-
bers. In Case Study 1, the handover of the customer and vendor maintenance pro-
cesses is likely to be a brief one because there is little formal documentation and 
few operational procedures. There will be a handover process and some limited 
training, but it is unlikely that the new business users will exactly follow the same 
processes as their predecessors. Attributes such as search terms may be treated dif-
ferently, and attributes that are nonmandatory may be omitted. Duplicate records 
will be created if the new business users do not understand the previous search 
processes and the historical maintenance procedures. The new users also may not 
understand the value of the customer and vendor record to the company because 
the training didn’t cover this.

Also, organizational units will change over time. Companies reorganize, and the 
customer and vendor record maintenance teams may centralize and then decen-
tralize over time. Each time there is an organizational change and new users take 
over, this can again introduce new business processes for maintaining your master 
data. 

Impacts of Outsourcing2.2.3 

Potentially each of these maintenance processes can be outsourced to an external 
third-party service provider, which adds yet one more team and one more com-
pany into the process. In Case Study 1, the Financial Accounting processes have 
been outsourced. 

There is an old adage that you should “never outsource a problem,” and currently 
there is a problem with the maintenance of master data in Company CO1. The lack 
of data standards and unclear operational procedures resulted in many duplicate 
and out-of-date records in the FI1 application before it was handed over to the 
outsource company to maintain.

Outsourcing a data entry process to an offshore company introduces complexity 
because the new users won’t necessarily know local name and address standards. 
This issue is particularly relevant for global companies with global systems. Over 
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time, a changing workforce may not fully understand the previous processes and 
the historical usage of business partner master data attributes. Inconsistent appli-
cation of customer and vendor record entry over time causes confusion and data 
quality issues.

The service levels you agree on with your outsourced partner may not include the 
data quality of your master data records as a key metric. The Service Level Agree-
ment may actually discourage accurate master data with other metrics such as all 
invoice payments to be made within x days acting as a disincentive. For example, 
if a customer or vendor request form is inaccurate or incomplete and needs to be 
returned and queried with the requestor, this will slow down the payment process 
and jeopardize the SLA. In these cases, incomplete master records may be created 
so that invoice payments can be made. Future searches of the incomplete data will 
not match accurately, and the data won’t be maintained appropriately and dupli-
cates will be created. 

Carrying out rigorous searches of existing data to see if the business partner is 
already set up takes time and effort. After your business partner master data qual-
ity is compromised with incomplete or inaccurate names and address details, the 
duplicate record setup increases, and searching for existing companies is less likely 
to be carried out. 

These basic search and maintenance issues need to be resolved, which involves 
people from the outsourced team cleansing and removing duplicate master records. 
You need to establish change management procedures to mandate the new SAP 
NetWeaver MDM processes as part of the customer and vendor record creation 
processes.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and Outsourcing 

Eventually the SAP NetWeaver MDM program’s operational processes will become a 
good candidate for outsourcing. The D&B Entity Matching processes, the SAP NetWeaver 
MDM Company Search processes, and the maintenance processes are core services that 
can be externally sourced with appropriate Service Level Agreements. 

However, you should leave outsourcing until your SAP NetWeaver MDM solution has 
scaled and you are close to the end of the SAP NetWeaver MDM Phase 2. A lot of 
“value add” project work and data discovery with consuming systems needs to be done 
before you consider “commoditizing” SAP NetWeaver MDM and outsourcing the SAP 
NetWeaver MDM services as your organization’s way forward. 
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Features of Unlinked Systems2.2.4 

Multiple business applications linked in the way we described in Case Study 1 
have the following properties. Vendors and customers are set up several times in 
various pockets with different parts of your organization performing their business 
processes in isolation. The business applications data models and business rules 
vary and are not integrated. Invoices can be paid by creating supplier records in 
the Financial Accounting system.

Even when companies use an integrated solution such as SAP provides, they some-
times choose to implement only parts of the solution such as the Financial Account-
ing functions, while preferring to use specialist supply chain applications and CRM 
applications alongside them. This is the situation described in Case Study 1.

Your purchasing organization is unable to leverage its spend with business partners 
and cannot scale its transactions to benefit from volume discounts because each 
organizational unit generates its transactions in unconnected systems. A vendor 
may understand its sales to a large organization better than the organization itself 
if its systems are connected and its master data processes are established. This 
additional knowledge can help the vendor to negotiate a better deal. 

Credit management is problematic because the sales organizations do not under-
stand their overall exposure positions. In the case of a failure of a very large 
business partner, it could take some time to understand the full implications to 
a company. This is one of the reasons for the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation and the 
real-time disclosure clause.

Accounting and business intelligence reconciliation takes most of the business 
analysis effort rather than analyzing the corporate spend and leveraging global 
positions. Group financial and procurement organizations then trying to make 
sense of the master data run into difficulties. Instead of focusing on the overall 
business transactions carried out with a business partner company, considerable 
internal effort is spent in trying to reconcile inaccurate, incomplete, or out-of 
date customer and vendor information. This adds little business benefit and pro-
vides results that are inconsistent and need to be repeated frequently. We strongly 
advocate trying to fix the root cause of the problems once using SAP NetWeaver 
MDM, as opposed to repeatedly providing “quick fix” reconciliation reports. The 
root cause is to change the underlying business processes for the search, create, 
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update, and deletion of your customer and vendor records in each of your busi-
ness applications.

Lack of Standards — Mandating Legal Entities

New rules and standards are often unpopular with those who are impacted. A good 
example is the “No smoking in a public place” legislation, which has been intro-
duced in an increasing number of countries and cities in recent years. For many 
years, it was accepted that going out to a restaurant or bar would also include and 
returning home with smoke fumes on their clothes. Within a few weeks of the leg-
islation taking effect, people became used to the new rule. Now, after getting used 
to the smoke-free environment, most people find it very noticeable, if not difficult, 
to acclimate to cities and counties who allow smoking in public places. 

The good thing about the “no smoking in a public place” rule is that it’s a clear rule 
to everyone, and the majority can see the benefits. There has been some debate 
about what constitutes a “public place,” but these definitions have been clarified 
over time. Under this legislation, smoking is prohibited in many public places, 
including workplaces, commercial premises, educational institutions, and sports 
venues.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Master Data Silo Smoke Screen 

Adopting a new company data standard mandating that “All customers and vendors 
must be authenticated with a D&B D-U-N-S Number and be maintained with MDM” 
may initially be unpopular as your organizational units will resist the change manage-
ment process. However, the majority will soon see the benefits, and after it becomes 
part of your culture, it will become a standard process to follow. The new standard will 
remove the “smoke screen” of your current master data silos, and in the future, you will 
ask the following questions:

How could you set up a new business partner without a D&B D-U-N-S Number? EE

How would you authenticate that a company is who it says it is? EE

How could you verify a company’s credit status and risk? EE

How could you search to see if the customer or vendor is already used in your com-EE

pany without it? 
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SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Master Data Silo Smoke Screen 

Eventually, the rule will become as obvious as the “no smoking in a public place” rule. 
The data standard is clear, concise, measurable, and enforceable. You have either tagged 
a customer or vendor record with a D&B D-U-N-S Number or you haven’t — it’s true or 
false. Similarly, your SAP NetWeaver MDM repository either holds the key mapping to 
the business application record or it doesn’t.

Data standards are extremely important to your SAP NetWeaver MDM program. 
If you can convince your business leaders to adopt this kind of rule early on, then 
you can dramatically speed up the SAP NetWeaver MDM adoption process. By 
mandating the new standard, people who were used to behaving in one way now 
must act differently.

Instead of trying to persuade each individual organizational unit, you will be in a 
position to mandate compliance with the SAP NetWeaver MDM initiative and put 
the onus on them. SAP NetWeaver MDM is fundamentally a “people and process” 
issue — if you can convince the people, you can drive through the process changes 
to achieve success more easily. 

Maintaining Data Silos — Business Process Issues2.2.5 

Let’s now consider the current search, create, update, and delete issues faced when 
business users in Company CO1 attempt to maintain business partner data across 
the five systems and see how the new data standard can help the situation.

1. Company Search Processes

Matching business partner names and addresses without a unique key is difficult. 
You can’t easily determine if a business partner record already exists in a system. 
Company names and addresses are inexact, and comparisons of name and address 
fields require special algorithms and methods. 

Company names may be partially keyed, and business names and trading names 
can cause confusion. Phonetic matching can help the process, but that requires 
good algorithms and human checking. Name fields in a business application may 
have insufficient characters to store a full legal entity name. Company addresses 
may be incomplete with the street, city, ZIP code, or country missing, invalid, or 
inaccurate. 

(Cont.)
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Company relationships further complicate the company search process. For ven-
dors, the data entered into the SCM1 application may be for an ordering party, but 
in the FI1 application, for a payment name and address. For customers, there are 
several relevant business records to be stored in the CRM1, SD1, and FI1 applica-
tions, including sold-to, ship-to, bill-to, and payer names and addresses.

In some applications, related addresses may be stored but not clearly differenti-
ated. The business user requesting or entering the master data details may not 
know the underlying company structure of the business partner. 

However, if the rule “All customers and vendors must be authenticated with a D&B 
D-U-N-S Number and be maintained with MDM” was mandated by your company, 
your company search processes would become much more accurate. For example, 
you will be able to search by Global Ultimate Parents, as well as by individual 
companies. If a D&B request returns a D-U-N-S Number that you already have in 
SAP NetWeaver MDM, you can distribute the existing record. The unique D-U-N-S 
Number means you can avoid creating a duplicate record in your SAP NetWeaver 
MDM repository and therefore through to your consuming systems. 

2. Company Create Processes

As we’ve already discussed, business partner data created in multiple systems have 
different business rules for each application, are maintained by different teams, 
and are captured using several forms. Each team collects the business partner 
master data using different forms and with varying standards and rules. Captur-
ing business partner master data accurately and consistently at the source is a key 
requirement for a successful SAP NetWeaver MDM business partner management 
system. 

With this new rule mandated for Company CO1, SAP NetWeaver MDM will EE

play an important role during the business process of converting a prospect 
into a customer. At the point where your sales team decides they want to do 
business with a new customer, they will go through a set of new operational 
business procedures. With a live SAP NetWeaver MDM operational environ-
ment in place, the create customer process in the CRM1 application will now 
include the following new information checks: Have you authenticated who 
the customer is? Have you matched the customer to the relevant D&B D-U-N-S 
Number?
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Have you checked where else the customer is being used across the organiza-EE

tion? Have you reviewed the D&B Corporate Linkage and the total spend and 
sales across your organization?

Is the customer new to your organization? Is it a record that is already set up EE

somewhere else in your organization or even in the CRM1 system already? 
Have you checked the D&B D-U-N-S Number key mapping in SAP NetWeaver 
MDM?

Have you validated that the customer is a company you should be doing busi-EE

ness with?

Have you checked the credit rating of both the customer and its Global Ultimate EE

Company? Have you assessed your current credit exposure across the entire 
D&B Corporate Linkage?

Similarly, the new create vendor processes in the SCM1 application will now 
include the following information checks:

Have you authenticated who the vendor is? Have you matched the vendor to EE

the relevant D&B D-U-N-S Number?

Have you checked where the vendor is being used across your organization? EE

Have you reviewed the D&B Corporate Linkage and the total spend across your 
organization?

Is the vendor new to your organization? Is it a record that is already set up some-EE

where else in your organization or even in the SCM1 application? Have you 
checked the D&B D-U-N-S Number key mapping in SAP NetWeaver MDM?

Have you validated that the vendor is a company you should be doing business EE

with? Does it fit in with your procurement strategy?

Have you checked the credit worthiness of both the vendor and its Global Ulti-EE

mate company? Is there a risk of bankruptcy?

3. Lifecycle Management Processes

Lifecycle Management processes need to be invoked when your business partners 
change and your master data records need to be maintained. Companies are dynamic 
in regards to changes to names, addresses, and mergers and acquisitions that must 
be managed. Unless each application — SCM1, FI1, CRM1, SD1, and BI1 — is main-
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tained in a consistent manner, comparisons and reconciliations across the applica-
tions will be inaccurate.

Adopting the new rule in Company CO1 will be a significant help in keeping your 
records up to date. You will establish processes to periodically refresh your cus-
tomer and vendor records with the very latest D&B Worldbase details, using the 
D&B services to provide the Lifecycle Management. SAP NetWeaver MDM will 
then distribute the relevant changes to your consuming systems so that each appli-
cation is maintained consistently.

4. Deletion Processes

Deletion of old vendor records takes administrative effort with little apparent 
benefit to the organization. However, this is important, and we should consider 
why all of the business effort is spent in creating new customers and vendors as 
opposed to revisiting old records that have been created some years ago but have 
not been updated.

As we’ve discussed, your business partners are dynamic organizations. Over time, 
some previously legitimate companies may become “undesirable” companies that 
you no longer want to deal with such as if they now become bankrupt. Leaving 
old inaccurate business partner records in your company’s business applications 
is a risk.

SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Census

By carrying out a census, you can validate periodically that your master data record de-
tails are accurate with your business partners. After you have entity-matched them with 
D&B, you can then consider emailing them and asking them to validate their details. 

You can then store each response on the appropriate record in the SAP NetWeaver 
MDM repository to confirm that the record has been authenticated both by D&B and 
your business partner. This will help to resolve any long-term records that were created 
several years ago and need to be updated. 

This could become an ongoing business process that is similar to a government census. 
If your SAP NetWeaver MDM business case is so compelling and your customers and 
vendors are so important to your organization, why not ask them every two or three 
years to verify their master data details? 
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SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Census

This is a good audit and compliance process that also provides a good measure of the 
data quality of your business partner master details. It is a straightforward and low-cost 
technical process that involves sending emails, repeating the messages in the case of no 
replies, and storing the responses.

Earlier, we compared your customer and vendor data with your physical fitness. 
Every couple of years, you may go to your doctor for a health check. Are your cus-
tomer and vendor records also worthy of such a check periodically?

SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Data Fitness Analogy (Part 2)

Another approach to consider is to conduct a “How fit is your customer and vendor 
master data?” review. You could extract your master data from a consuming system and 
review when each active record was created, when it was last updated, and when it was 
last involved in a business transaction. 

How many records were originally loaded as part of the data conversion exercise? EE

How many records were interfaced from another business application or were created EE

as part of a mergers and acquisition process? 

How many records have not been updated in the past three years or have not had any EE

invoices in that period? 

This is a useful exercise particularly ahead of trying to measure your business perfor-
mance with customers and vendors. Analyzing only the record counts of vendors and 
customers can provide you with misleading information, and it’s good to understand the 
underlying state of your company’s master data before producing management reports. 
This information also helps with service level agreement negotiation and to better un-
derstand revenue and expenditure reporting.

Let’s now consider the types of analysis you as a business leader for Company CO1 
want to carry out. For now, continue to assume that the SAP NetWeaver MDM 
and D&B solution is not yet introduced to Company CO1 and that the data silo 
issues remain.

Measuring Performance with Business Partners2.2.6 

Your senior business leaders (CEOs and CIOs) want to understand Company CO1’s 
profitability and spend relationships with its leading business partners. They will 
ask the following questions regarding your customers and vendors:

(Cont.)
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Who are my most profitable customers? EE

How do I increase my revenue from my existing customers? EE

How do I improve my operational efficiency when dealing with a customer? EE

What is my credit risk with a customer? EE

What is my total spending with a vendor? EE

Am I leveraging the scale of our company by understanding the global over-EE

view of my dealings with a vendor? 

What is my financial and trading risk information of a vendor? EE

Am I trading with a “legitimate” vendor that I have authenticated? EE

Do I understand who I am dealing with and their financial health? EE

What are my potential strengths (and weaknesses) within the supply chain? EE

Do I understand joint ventures? EE

Have I implemented purchasing controls? EE

Can I track issues such as health and safety status and diversity and inclusion?EE

To answer each of these questions, you’ll need accurate and accessible customer 
and vendor management information. However, for Company CO1, you know 
that this data is currently difficult to obtain. 

You’ll initially need to answer some more basic questions:

How do I uniquely identify my customers and vendors? EE

Is the customer and vendor data accurate, complete, and up-to-date? EE

How many vendors and customers does my company have? EE

What is the legal entity structure of the customers and vendors I am working EE

with?

Let’s now consider how many records are in each system while recognizing that 
this can provide you with misleading information depending on the underlying 
state of the business application’s data. 

Table 2.2 provides the vendor and customer record counts by business application 
for Company CO1.
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Applications CO1 
Applications 
Name

Vendor 
Active 
Records

Transactions 
in the Past 
Two Years

Customer 
Active 
Records

Transactions 
in the Past 
Two Years

CRM1 Customer 
Relationship 
Management

  3000 1200

SCM1 Supply Chain 
Management

4500 1000   

SD1 Sales and 
Distribution

  2000 1100

FI1 Financial 
Accounting

6000 950 2500 975

BI1 Business 
Intelligence

9000 1200 6500 1300

Totals Totals 19500 3150 14000 4575

Company CO1 Vendor and Customer Record CountsTable 2.2 

Let’s now consider three fundamental questions: 

How many vendors does company CO1 have?1. 

How many customers does company CO1 have?2. 

How many business partners does company CO1 contract with (i.e., a business 3. 
partner you both sell to [customer] and buy from [vendor])?

Unfortunately, based on the data available, these basic questions are surprisingly 
difficult to answer. Each system is updated independently with varying names, 
addresses, and attributes. Duplicate records and inactive records are stored in each 
system. The unfortunate truthful answer is “Don’t Know” without a lot of research 
and reconciliation and until duplicates and inactive records have been removed. 
Potential answers could include the following.

1. How many vendors does company CO1 have? 
If we consider the record counts in each system, then our potential answers can 
include 4,500 (SCM1 active), 6,000 (FI1 active), or 9,000 (BI1 application) based 
on the total records, or 1,000 (SCM1 transactions in the past two years), 950 (FI1 
transactions), or 1,200 (BI1 transactions) based on the active records.
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A number somewhere between 800 vendors and 10,000 vendors is unsatisfactory, 
and a reconciliation project to provide further details may be initiated. The record 
counts also exclude Corporate Linkage, which is an important factor in under-
standing your total spend.

2. How many customers does company CO1 have?
Again, if we consider the record counts in each system, our potential answers can 
include 3,000 (CRM1 active), 2,000 (SD1 active), 2,500 (FI1 active), or 6,500 (BI1 
application) based on the total records, or 1,200 (CRM1 transactions in the past 
two years), 1,100 (SD1 transactions), 975 (FI1 transactions), or 1,300 (BI1 transac-
tions) based on the active records.

This is a wide range of potential answers — a number of customers somewhere 
between 800 and 10,000 records is a best estimate. Also, as before, the number 
doesn’t take into account the important Corporate Linkage, which will enable you 
to understand your total revenue from a company.

3. How many business partners does company CO1 contract with (i.e., a busi-
ness partner we both sell to [customer] and buy from [vendor])?
This is a very difficult question based on the available data from Company CO1. 
Identifying and reconciling the master data across the five applications requires a lot 
of research and Corporate Linkage to provide total spend and revenue reporting.

Let’s now move on to consider the financial and legal compliance implications of 
Company CO1’s processes for master data management.

What Are the Implications for Financial and Legal Compliance?

Company CO1’s current processes for maintaining vendor and customer records 
are weak and have evolved based on the use of its business applications over a 
number of years. There is a lack of data standards, and each organizational unit 
has developed its own individual processes. 

However, during this period, the financial and legal compliance rules have changed. 
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act with its focus on internal controls and real-time disclo-
sure now requires much tighter management processes. Company CO1 is now 
required to ensure that its business partner information is adequately protected, 
stored, used, shared, and transmitted. Its operational procedures should define 
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which information is controlled, and you are expected to know what information 
is available and where it is, who can access it, and how to access it.

Designated people within your organization are required to have clear accountabil-
ities with respect to all aspects of the management of the business partner master 
data. The data security must be considered, and you need to create, update, and 
delete data respecting the rights of others.

Compliance is challenged during the customer and vendor creation processes. You 
need to uncover the risk associated with an individual supplier and with its cor-
porate family. A critical supplier, linked to a struggling corporate family could put 
your supply chain management at risk.

Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance

Sarbanes-Oxley has redefined the compliance rules for companies. Key features of 
the Act include a focus on internal controls, including the timely ability to access 
and analyze information with respect to a company’s finances and operations. 

You are expected to understand, verify, and authenticate your business partners, 
and, because of this, companies are now seeking to standardize their customer and 
vendor registration and management processes. Let’s now move on to consider the 
implications and further complexity when Company CO1 merges with Company 
CO2 and inherits a further set of business applications and processes.

Case Study 2 — Impact of Mergers and Acquisitions2.3 

Companies often grow with mergers and acquisitions, which compounds the mas-
ter data issues. Each of the merging companies will already have its own busi-
ness processes, procedures, and business applications where customer and vendor 
records are maintained. 

Let’s now consider the example where Company CO1 (from Case Study 1) has 
recently merged with Company CO2. As already discussed, Company CO1 systems 
architecture has five applications. Now in addition, Company CO2 has one SAP 
ERP 6.0 application plus an SAP CRM and an SAP NetWeaver BI application. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the combined Company CO1 and Company CO2 system 
architectures.

Case Study 2 – Merger of companies CO1 and CO2 

Financial Accounting
FI1

Supply Chain 
Management

SCM1

CO1 Applications

Sales and 
Distribution

SD1

Customer Relationship 
Management

CRM1

Business Information Warehouse
BI1

Financial Accounting
FI2

Supply Chain 
Management

SCM2

Customer Relationship 
Management

CRM2

CO2 Applications

Business Information Warehouse
BI2

Sales and 
Distribution

SD2

Combined Systems Architecture of the Merged Companies (Case Study 2)Figure 2.2 

Table 2.3 shows the applications and the organizational teams that initially main-
tain the customer and vendor data when the companies merge.

Although Company CO2 has an integrated SAP landscape, it hasn’t understood the 
real business value of maintaining its customer and vendor records accurately. SAP 
ERP 6.0 provides good open ways to interface customer and vendor records into 
the LFA1 (vendor) and KNA1 (customer) tables, with the use of the CREMAS and 
DEBMAS interfaces. These require data standards and validation processes to be 
in place to avoid duplicate and incomplete records.

Unfortunately, these data standards are also not established for Company CO2. At 
the time of the Company CO2 data conversion process, all existing legacy records 
were transferred into the SAP ERP 6.0 application. This included duplicate, out-of-
date, and inactive customer and vendor records.
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Application CO1 
Application

CO1 
Organization

CO2 
Application

CO2 
Organization

Supply Chain 
Management 

Non-SAP CO1 Supply 
chain 
management 
organization

SAP SCM CO2 Supply 
chain 
management 
organization

Financial 
Accounting

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO1 
instance)

CO1 Financials 
team (AP) team

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO2 
instance)

CO2 Financials 
team (AP) team

Customer 
Relationship 
Management 

Non-SAP CO1 Marketing 
and sales 
representatives

SAP CRM CO2 Marketing 
and sales 
representatives

Sales and 
Distribution

Non-SAP CO1 Customer 
services division

SAP SD 
component

CO2 Customer 
services division

Financial 
Accounting 
application

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO1 
instance)

CO1 Financials 
team (AR) team

SAP FI CO 
component 
(CO2 
instance)

CO2 Financials 
team (AR) team

Business 
Intelligence

Non-SAP CO1 Marketing 
organization

SAP 
NetWeaver 
BI 

CO2 Financials 
team 

Customer and Vendor Applications and Organizational Teams of the Merged CO1 and Table 2.3 
CO2 Company

SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Deployment of SAP ERP 6.0

It is invalid to assume that if a company has deployed an integrated SAP solution that 
it has also successfully tackled the master data issues. SAP ERP 6.0 deployments can be 
complex, and the quality of the master data can become a secondary issue for an imple-
mentation team when the pressures of an imminent go-live deadline approaches. 

Your SAP NetWeaver MDM program should work closely with your major business de-
ployment programs. Initially loading bad master data into a business application will 
severely impact the value of both the system and your SAP NetWeaver MDM program, 
and resolving the data issues after it has been created takes considerable effort.

The problems of managing the business partner master data processes and sharing 
the data across the systems are now compounded with the merger of Companies 
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CO1 and CO2. Let’s now consider the customer and vendor record counts for the 
merged company as shown in Table 2.4.

Application 
Name

Vendor 
Active 
Records

Transactions in 
the Past Two 
Years

Customer 
Active 
Records

Transactions in 
the Past Two 
Years

CRM1   3000 1200

SCM1 4500 1000   

SD1   2000 1100

FI1 6000 950 2500 975

BI1 9000 1200 6500 1300

CRM2   12000 4000

SCM2 9000 3500   

SD2   9500 3750

FI2 8000 3300 7500 3500

BI2 15000 4600 16000 4300

 51500 14550 59000 20125

Customer and Vendor Record Counts of the Merged CompanyTable 2.4 

Your business leaders now have slightly different questions: 

Who are my most profitable customers in the combined company? EE

How do I increase my revenue from my combined customers? EE

Which customers are shared across the two companies? EE

How do I improve my operational efficiency when dealing with a customer by EE

reducing my business applications and integrating my organizational teams? 

What is my combined total credit risk with a customer following the merger? EE

What is my total spending with a vendor in the combined company? EE

Am I leveraging the scale of our company by understanding the global over-EE

view of my dealings with a vendor? 

Which vendors are shared across the two companies? EE

What is my financial and trading risk information of a vendor following the EE

merger? 
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Am I trading with a “legitimate” vendor that has been authenticated in both EE

organizations? 

Do I understand who I am dealing with and their financial health? EE

What are the new combined company’s potential strengths (and weaknesses) EE

within the supply chain? 

How does the merger impact my procurement strategy? EE

How do I implement purchasing controls across the two companies?EE

Can I track issues such as health and safety status and diversity and inclusion?EE

Once again, it’s back to the key master data questions. Before attempting to answer 
these important questions, you need to answer the following first:

How many active vendors, customers, and business partners do the combined EE

Company CO1 and Company CO2 have?

How many active vendors, customers, and business partners are shared across EE

Company CO1 and Company CO2? 

Unfortunately, the questions are now even more difficult to answer. You can see 
from Table 2.4 that in total, there are 51,500 vendor records and 59,000 customer 
records set up in the various business applications across the two companies. 
However, there is no easy way to link the Company CO1 business partners to the 
Company CO2 business partners.

Adopting a new company data standard mandating that “All customers and ven-
dors must be authenticated with a D&B D-U-N-S Number and be maintained with 
SAP NetWeaver MDM” would be a significant help for the newly merged Com-
pany CO1/CO2. The unique key, the D&B D-U-N-S Number, allows you to authen-
ticate and to commonly identify vendors and customers across both sets of busi-
ness applications. The D&B Corporate Linkage then enables you to aggregate your 
spend and revenue up to a Global Ultimate level. We’ll return to these case studies 
in Chapter 4 when we describe how SAP NetWeaver MDM integrates the D&B 
services to your consuming systems.

Let’s now consider how the master data silos issues further compound for large 
organizations.
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Large Organizations2.4  – Multiplying the Data Silos Issues

The business partner master data issue is further multiplied for large organizations, 
which may have several hundred business applications, each creating customer 
and vendor master data records. 

The issues highlighted in Case Study 1 and Case Study 2 are extrapolated across 
the organization. In this case, the master data is inconsistently managed across 
potentially hundreds of business applications. Duplicate vendors and customers 
may exist both within an application and across several applications. They are set 
up in each system with a different identifier such as a customer number or a ven-
dor number, but there is no standard means of identification. Inactive records and 
records that have not been updated to reflect recent customer and vendor name 
and address changes add to the overall confusion. Searching for customer and 
vendor details is restricted to each master data silo.

The following factors compound the issue for large organizations.

Multiple Countries2.4.1 

Global companies can operate in more than 100 countries, and local business sys-
tems may be required for legislative reasons or because of your company’s decen-
tralized policies. In some organizations, each local business unit is run at arm’s 
length and is fully accountable for its profits and losses. These units develop their 
own individual IT strategies and select their preferred business applications.

In large organizations, the key stakeholders are located across the globe, and cul-
tural differences may present barriers to sharing master data.

Mergers and Acquisitions2.4.2  

We considered a simple example in Case Study 2. However, in the case of a large 
merger, each company will introduce several business applications and teams 
maintaining customer and vendor records, and it will take some time to integrate 
the people and processes.

Several mergers as part of a growth by acquisition strategy also result in multiple 
systems that each maintains master data records.
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Multiple Business Units2.4.3  

You may have several business units each targeting the same customer but trying 
to sell different products. If each business unit has its own set of business applica-
tions, this will be another source of master data.

Multiple Financial Accounting Applications 2.4.4 

If your company has multiple financial accounting applications, then this is an 
obstacle to measuring corporate business performance. Organizational busi-
ness units often run independently, and so financial reporting is also handled 
independently. 

IT Strategies2.4.5 

Even if your company has adopted an integrated SAP ERP 6.0 solution, you may 
have several production instances of data. Different production instances may be 
required because of geography, functional requirements, or organizational design. 
Each instance will have its own customer and vendor master data tables that may 
be linked through Application Link Enabling (ALE). 

SAP NetWeaver MDM and the Large Organizations “As-Is” Review

A useful exercise is to produce a business applications list that registers all of the systems 
in which customer and vendor records can currently be created. When you consider 
your mergers, your geographies, your organizational units, and each of the various busi-
ness applications (CRM, SCM, SD, FI, and BI in the case studies), you may find that the 
list is a surprisingly long one.

As a next step, it’s also helpful to collect each of the various master data request forms 
for creating customer and vendor records. You may find that there are several different 
forms for one business application, especially if several organizational units share its 
use.

By gathering these application lists and creation forms, you are in a good position to un-
derstand the change management procedures you will need to introduce to effectively 
deploy SAP NetWeaver MDM. 

Summary2.5 

In Chapter 2, we considered the issues faced by organizations with multiple busi-
ness applications and master data silos, which currently manage their master data 
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without SAP NetWeaver MDM. We then discussed two detailed case studies and 
considered the implications of mergers and acquisitions and how the issues are 
compounded for large organizations. 

Let’s now move on to show how by understanding the issues of the master data 
silos, this helps us develop a compelling SAP NetWeaver MDM business case for 
the management of customer and vendor records.
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